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Oxford Debaters Will Uphold Castro
Government In Debate This Evening
Tonight, the Castro Government will be the topic of an International Debate with Oxford
University. Robert Ahem '64 and Howard Blum '63 will represent Bates and oppose William Madel and John McDonnell of Oxford. President Phillips will moderate the debate
which begins in the Chapel at eight o'clock.
Bates will affirm, "Resolved:
that the United States should not
tolerate the continued existence
of the Castro regime in Cuba."
Following the debate the audience will have opportunity to
cross-examine the contestants.

Customarily, judges award no de- than the audience. In contrast,
cision in international debates. British debaters direct their arMadel and McDonnell have guments to the audience and use
been debating in colleges on the wit and digressions. Many Amereastern seaboard. The Commit- ican debate tournaments are
tee on International Debating conducted in empty rooms, "a
of the Speech Association of 'vicious procedure' which some
America and the Institute of In- British schools are beginning to
ternational Education are spon- adopt." according to Professor
Quimby, the Bates debate coach.
soring their trip.
Debating was introduced to
The two English debaters at- Bates in 1896. In 1921 the Bates
tend colleges at Oxford Univer- debate team travelled to Engsity. William Madel was born in land and participated with Ox1938 and was "educated at Up- ford in the world's first internapingham School prior to his en- tional debate. The following year
rollment in Keble College. He Oxford paid a return visit. Since
intends to go into the publishing then, Bates has taken part in
business. John McDonnell was over a hundred international deborn in 1940 and attended the bates.
City of London School before enSince 1950, individual college
tering Balliol College. He plans teams have been replaced by nato become a barrister.
tional teams in international deAmerican debating is charac- bating. Charles Radcliffe of Bates
terized by an adherence to facts was part of the first national debate team in 1950. Professoi
and figures. The debate is orientQuimby has coached several of
ed toward the judges, rather these national debate teams.

Artists Plan Exhibit
To Display Original
Student - faculty Art
Room 108 in Hathorn Hall is
the only room on campus where
paint brushes replace ball point
pens and canvases replace bluelined paper, for this is the home
of the campus Art Association.
Dr. George Goldat will serve as
faculty advisor this year and Jim
Linnell is the chairman.
The Art Association was created out of a need for art on
campus with the hope of interesting other students in this kind of
activity. The main interest of the
members is not to study art in
the normal classroom sense of the
word, but to practice it. Their
philosophy is that one learns to
paint by painting, and this idea
is no less true for sculpting,
weaving, ceramics, or any other
of the group's activities.
In harmony with the campus
trend toward change and growth
this year is the Association's proposed expansion of facilities. In
the past the activities of the
whole group have been hampered by a definite shortage of
necessary equipment.
To remedy this problem, the
members are trying to raise the
sum of two hundred and fifty
dollars for the purchase of new
equipment and supplies, the largest item on the list being a kiln
for ceramics and sculpting. More
brushes and other smaller items
will also be bought. Though the
initial cost of such facilities seems
high, it should be pointed out that
good equipment if treated well
will last for years and should
serve many a student.
During the academic year, the
Art Association will present a
number of exhibits, some indoors
and some outdoors. The first of
these events is set for the weekend of November 9th, the "Colby Weekend." This exhibit will
be staged in 108 Hathorn Hall
and will run from 4:00 Friday
afternoon through Sunday evening.
On display will be samples of
the various types of art pursued
by the Association's members,
including paintings done in both
oil and watercolor. Everything on
display will be the original work
of students and faculty of the

Baltimore Symphony
Will Perform Sunday
.

The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Peter Adler conducting, will present a matinee performance on Sunday, October
28, 1962. The program, which is part of the Lewiston-Auburn
Community Concert Association, will begin at two o'clock
p. m. in the Lewiston High School Auditorium.
The Orchestra, which was*
_
formed in 191*, is the first in the or of the °rchestra, conducted in
United States to be municipally Czechoslavakia, where he was
subsidized. In its relatively short born, and Central Europe and
history it has become one of the Russia until 1938. In 1939 he
top major orchestras in the coun- made his American debut with
try. One hundred forty concerts the New York Philharmonic; he
are performed during a season became the music director of the
Baltimore Symphony in 1959.
by the 86 members.
Since 1949 he has been the music
The Baltimore Symphony em- director of the NBC Television
phasizes educational programs, Opera Theatre, and he is also a
reaching 100,000 children in a guest conductor with the Cleveseason. During the concert sea- land and Detroit Symphony Orson the orchestra presents fifteen chestras.
pairs of mid week concerts with
With the orchestra will be pidistinguished guest soloists and anist Susan Starr, 19, who has
conductors playing the more ser- been termed by the critics a "reious traditional and contempor- markable young arist;" she has
ary music.
been awarded the bronze medal
Peter Herman Adler, conduct- in the Dimitri Mitropoulos International Piano Competition in
college. It is hoped that the show New York. She made her debut
will stimulate new interest in art at the age of six, has been a guest
and perhaps encourage a few artist with the Philadelphia Ornew members to join the group. chestra, with the New York
Everyone on campus is invited to Philharmonic, with the Rochester
attend this first exhibit
and Pittsburgh Symphonies and
At present the Art Association has appeared in New Orleans.
has thirty members. General in- Miami, and Baltimore. Miss Starr
vitations have not yet been ex- is a graduate of the Curtis Intended this year, but, in the stitute of Music of Philadelphia.
words of Dr. Goldat, "Anyone
Bates students are reminded
who is interested in art is more that admission is via their I.D.
than welcome to join us.''
cards.

Robert Ahem '64

Howard Blum '63
r

Carnegie Contains Finest
Telescope In Northern NE
By GRANVILLE BOWIE '66
Bates College owns the best telescope north of Boston, according to many experts. Perched atop the new Carnegie
Science Hall in a revolving dome, it commands an excellent
view of the heavens. Dr. Karl Woodcock, Professor of Astronomy, stresses the fact that the present location is ideal,
and that there are no obstructions, as was the case when the
telescope was mounted in a small building where Page Hall
now stands.
The telescope was hand made
by Mr. Roscoe Stephens, of Kennebunk, Maine. Stephens started work on it at the age of seventy. The final result of his work
is a twelve-inch reflecting telescope with a one hundred-inch
focal length. It took Stephens two
years to grind the mirror, which
is the heart of the telescope. Dr.
Woodcock said experts claim it
is "an unusually fine mirror,"
considering that there is a certain amount of luck involved in
grinding a mirror of this type.
The mirror alone is worth more
than the observatory housing. Although the college paid a small
fee for the telescope, it was most-

ly a gift of Stephens. It is valued
at several thousand dollars.
The range of the telescope varies with the size eyepiece used.
With a one-inch eyepiece, an object is magnified one hundred
times, and with a one-half-inch
eyepiece, it is magnified two
hundred times.
The observatory is primarily
for the use of the astronomy
classes; however, Dr. Woodcock
states that there are plans to use
it in physics classes in connection
with the study of optics.
There can be no heat in the
observatory because the density
of the warmer air would distort
(Continued on page two)
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Dr. Abraham Speaks To
Chapel, Citizenship Lab

Guidance

Rob Players Name Final
Cast For French Comedy

HENRY FELLOWSHIPS FOR
STUDY IN ENGLAND. Four
Rinjr Round The Moon is an
are circles in the cycle
Last week's Friday chapel speaker and visiting Lecturer Fellowships "for study at either of There
adaptation
by Christopher Frye
action
of
Jean
Anouilh's
in Government was Dr. Henry J. Abraham, Professor of Oxford or Cambridge University Ring Round The Moon, the first of L'inuatation au Chateau, one
Political Science at the University of Pennsylvania. In during 1963-64 will be awarded major Robinson Players present- of Anouilh's Pieces Brilliantes.
Chapel he chose to discuss the United States Supreme Court to qualified American students ation of the 1962-3 season. The This is not the first time that the
who will receive the Bachelor's relationships of the characters in Robinson Players have presented
in the light of political process.
degree with distinction before the play, which will be presented one of Jean Anouilh's plays. In
After a brief introduction con-*
commit suicide," he said, "but it July 1, 1963. Further information November 15, 16, 17, illustrate previous years the Players precerning the theory of separation
this "circular cycle." They are as sented Anouilh's Antigone, a
must allow for dissent."
is available in the Guidance and
of powers. Dr. Abraham sited
play quite different from that of
follows:
Professor Abraham went on to Placement Office.
Ring Round The Moon.
the struggle that has existed beJoshua, a crumbling butler:
point out that the branch of govNed Brooks '65
THE ANDOVER TEACHING
tween the three major branches
An event to remember is the
ernment directly concerned with FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM at Hugo, a young man about town,
preplay lecture to be given a
of government. "The greatest
and Frederic, his brother:
answering this vital question is Phillips Academy, in Andover,
Nils Holt '64 week before the play. The lecpower the Supreme Court holds
in love with
the Court System, and the Su- Massachusetts, offers a varied
ture, to be given by Dr. Caron
in this power struggle," said Dr.
Diana Messerschmann, engaged
preme Court in particular. The preparation for teaching, combinof the French Department, will
to Frederic (secretly in love
Abraham, "is its power of judiwith Hugo): Phyllis Porton'65 present a background for this
Supreme Court is a supreme arbi ing a year of Andover internship
cial review."
Patrice Bombelles, MesserschFrench comedy.
trator, settling the argument be- and a year of graduate study
mann's secretive secretary:
However, since the power of
Tod Lloyd '64
tween the individual and society adapted to each person's needs
judicial review was established
Madame Desmortes, aunt to
and
reserving
the
power
to
say
and interests as revealed by his
Hugo-Frederic:
in the Supreme Court case Mar(Continued from page one)
Barbara Hudson '63
bury vs. Madison the Supreme "no" to the government by de- experience as a beginning teachLady India:
Judy Wendell '63 the image. Dr. Woodcock reclaring
a
law
unconstitutional.
Court has invoked this power to
er. Application forms are avail- Capulet, Madame's faded comstrike down as few as 89 provipanion:
Noreen Nolan '65 marked, however, that this is the
This body must act as the con- able in the Guidance and PlaceMesserschmann,
Diana's father, case in even the biggest observasions in 82 pieces of legislation science of the Nation, above pubment Office.
a melancholy millionaire:
tories around the world.
out of a possible 65,000 pieces of
Malcolm Mills "65
lic opinion. It is its duty to proOVERSEAS SERVICE. The Romainville, a patron of the
legislation passed by the United
Another little-known feature
arts,:
Robert Butler '63 of the- Carnegie Science Hall is
States Congress. In light of this, tect the minority. Yet all court United Church Board for World
and of
Dr. Abraham concluded that the judgment must be made accord- Ministries is seeking men and
the twenty - foot planetarium
dancer:
personality of the Supreme Court ing to the institution. Therefore, women who are interested in Isabelle. a balletJudy
Mosman '63 dome. It is possible here to simJustice is as much a factor in each Justice must incessantly ask finding effective ways to express Her Mother, a teacher of the
ulate the rising and setting of
their world-mindedness. Those
pianoforte:
Holly Milius '63 the sun through the use of conthe court's struggle for domihimself in regard to the constitu- who are members of a Protestant And several non-speaking parts.
nance as is its power of judicial
trolled blue and yellow lights.
tion: "What do the words mean?" Christian church and believe in
In addition of the characters,
review.
With the purchase of a special
Often, as Professor Abraham its world mission are invited to the intricate set and musical projector, it will be possible to
Interprets Powers
The Supreme Court Justice has put it, "The fact that a law is interview Mr. Loy L. Long, Per- background of "Ring," play an show the motion of the planets
the unique position of being able stupid or idiotic or undemocratic sonnel Secretary of the Board, important role in the melee of and to study the movement of
to interpret his powers as broad- makes no difference. That it is when he is here on February 13, action and events.
galaxies. The catch is that the
ly or as narrowly as he chooses. constitutional does!" Still, inter- 1963.
projector will cost $15,000, and
When the Chief Justice is pass- pretations of the constitution INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
at the moment there are no serive and lacks vigor, supremacy have changed through the years.
On Tuesday, October 30, Mr.
ious prospects of raising the
passes to the President or to In fact, this very change in its Charles E. Martz from Wesleyan Wednesday. October 24
money. Dr. Woodcock stated that
Maine - Bates, Cross Country
Congress. Dr. Abraham cited the interpretation is what has made University Graduate School will
we probably wouldn't get a proVespers, 9:30-10:00, Chapel
terms of Marshall, Turney and our constitution a living, grow- be interviewing students interjector until Thanksgiving. He
International Debate, 8 - 9:30, also said that although the proJackson as instances where strong ing, elastic document.
ested in the Master of Arts in
According to its interpretation Teaching Program at Wesleyan.
Chapel
leadership on the bench has rejector would not get a lot of use,
Economics Club, No. 3 Libby, it would be good publicity for
sulted in the successful curtailing of the Constitution, the Supreme See Professor Kendall, Room 303,
4-5
of both Congress and the presi- Court must decide what limitar Pettigrew if you are interested in
the college.
tions
to
put
on
individual
liberty
MAT
programs.
Thursday,
October 25
dency.
Through the use of the obserNo matter how powerful the for the sake of society in generSoccer at Brandeis
On Wednesday, October 31,
vatory,
and eventually the plancourt seems the men on it are al. As Professor Abraham brought Captain Mary O. Goodsell, WAC Saturday, October 27
etarium, the universe may be
out,
the
court
must
ask
itself
anhuman to the extent that a judge
will meet with women interested
Football at Maine
brought into the classroom and a
can be human. These men and other question: "Will the forbid- in officer training and service in
Robinson Players film, Asphalt broader education will be offered
ding
of
such
expression
further
their decisions are often overthe Women's Army Corps.
Jungle, 7 and 9, Little Thea- to the students of Bates College.
simplified when in actuality they or hamper the liberalization of
On
Friday,
November
2,
Mr.
tre
attempt in the confines of con- democratic ideals?"
George W. Marshfield, representC.H.D.C.
Dance, "Theatre ParFor
the
surest
way
to
keep
stitutional law to arrive at deciing the American Friends Service
ty," 9-11:45
sions, taking into regard the max- democratic ideals strong is to pit Committee, will interview men
imum of human understanding. them against the strongest argu- and women interested in career liiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii
Dr. Abraham concluded by em- ment one can find — including and summer opportunities in Sophasizing that the guardianship Communism. If we must resort
cial Service.
of our liberties should not-and to repression to protect democInterested students should sign ONE WEEK - STARTS TODAY
in fact in the realm of pres*va- racy, we are losing faith in deup immediately at the Guidance
mocracy.
And,
to
quote
Professor
tion could not be transferrefi to
another branch of the govern- Abraham. "Liberal Democracy and Placement Office.
ment. The logic of constitutional can only live in the hearts of its
law, the basis of Supreme Court believers."
Thurs.. Fri., Sat.—
Our Experienced Trust
interpretation, cannot be transMASS LECTURE
PANIC IN THE YEAR ZERO
ferred into the realm of politics
Department will be glad
Ray Milland
SCHEDULE
and still be safeguarded as it is
to work with you and
Prof. Muller
"Prisoner Of The Iron Mask"
today under the watchful eye of Friday
your attorney on the fiGreek
Historians
(Technicolor)
the United States Supreme
nancial and trust aspects
Monday
Prof.
Niehaus
Sun.. Mon., Tues.—
Court.
Thomas
Hobbes
"SPARTACUS"
of the educational gift
The topic of Dr. Abraham's
(Technicolor)
you have in mind.
Citizenship Lab lecture was
- AU Star Cast NOTICE
"The Individual and Society; A
Those students who wish to
- and Many a businessman is
Balancing of Interests."
cast an absentee ballot in the
"OLE REX"
discovering these days —
"Just when and under what
(Closed Wednesdays)
coming election can find all
conditions does society have the
to his pleasant surprise
available information in the
right to say 'half to individual
— that a gift to his Alma
library. A booklet with the
liberty?" was the question with
Mater can bring definite
procedure
to
be
followed
is
in
which Professor Abraham dealt.
future tax advantages to
the
reference
room.
"Liberal Democracy should not

Telescope

Calendar

EMPIRE

Ritz Theatre

"EL
CID"

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family

Charlton Heston
Sophia Loren

his wife and family.

JEAN'S

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company

CARRY

P. F. Sneakers — Hood's Rubbers
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
S & H GREEN STAMPS
SHOE REPAIRING WHILE YOU WAIT
at

JEAN'S MODERN SHOE REPAIR
Corner of Park and Main

The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine

SabutUuSt.
Ooeo Dall* 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.

28 OFFICES
Main Office: Augusta, Maine
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Senorita GarceIon Favors The Critic Applauds
Bates Junior Year Abroad Plan Lusty Rythm Of
By PEGGY PARTRIDGE '65
Spanish Dancers
— Buenas tardes, Senorita Garcelon.

THREE

Dean Healy Comments On
His New Hours And Habits
By DIANNE JOHNSON '65

— Buenas tardes, Margarita.
By MALCOLN MILLS
As a successor to retiring Dean of Faculty, Rayborn Zerby,
— Como esta usted?
Despite technical flaws and
— Regular, gracias.
some artistic imperfections, those President Phillips announced last June the appointment of
attending the October 17th pres- Dr. George Healy, then Head of the Cultural Heritage DeThis greeting may seem like*
entation of the Ballet Espagnol partment.
unintelligible garble to many
Before coming to Bates, he
were treated with a highly exstudents, but it happens to be
In commenting on his new of- served as an instructor at Minneciting night of artistry.
only one of three modern lanfice. Dean Healy said in a recent
sota, and also spent five years,
The Spanish form, while exguages spoken fluently by Bates'
interview, "I don't feel that I
from 1951 to 1957, at M.I.T. where
cruciating in detail and execuinstructor, Senorita Barbara Garhave changed professions, alhe taught courses similar to our
celon.
tion, is perhaps the most free
though I have changed office Cultural Heritage program at
dance
form
in
the
expression
of
Although Senorita Garcelon
hours and habits. My new role is
Bates. Among the summer schools
"storied-emotion". While the purmay be new to many of us, Bates
not so far removed from teachat which he has taught are the
pose
of
the
modern
dance
is
is by no means new to her, as
ing as it might seem. While I am
University of Minnesota and Wilmainly response to music, the
she has been teaching Spanish,
not in the classroom, I am en- liam and Mary.
Spanish ballet expresses passion
French and German here on and
gaged in problems relating to the
of rawest origin, but there is classroom."
off since 1958. A native of LewSince coming to Bates in 1957,
nothing brutal about the living
istoh, Senorita Garcelon acquired
Dean Healy was a member of the
Most students have an idea of
life and lust of these dances, for
an interest in languages at a very
Cultural Heritage department. In
the strictness of form tempers all what the title, Dean of Faculty, addition, Jie taught courses in the
young age when her father, a
implies, yet many are unaware of
of these emotions into art.
surgeon, took her family to Vihistory department. Because of
The complete unity of hands, all that this position entails. "The his new duties as Dean of Faculenna for two years. Here, at a
body, intellect, and emotion, Dean of Faculty is basically ty, however, he no longer teaches
pre-school age she received her
is the epitome of the Span- charged with problems specifical- Cultural Heritage.
first experience in speaking Gerish
dance, and several times ly relating to faculty, as distinct
man. After returning to LewisWhen asked to comment on his
the
Ximenez - Vargas company from probelms relating to stuton, Senorita Garcelon decided
dents In a
Barbara Garcelon
recent appointment, Dean Healy
achieved
near
perfection.
Men'
sense,
the
position
is
to take up the study of French in
a clearin
house of committee re- remarked, "So far I haven't been
grade school. She used to go to Radcliffe working on her doc- clapped and their bodies whirled por,s andg fa
in perfect timing. Dark-eyed wo- j
cu"y suggestions and in the position long enough to say
the Dominican convent to retorate in German. However, she men with raven hair and voice- complaints."
what it is like to be a Dean." He
ceive oral practice by speaking returned to take Herr Buschdid admit that it will be a "diflike hands found a universal
with the nuns.
In regard to his specific duties,
mann's place during the second rhythm and established for their
ferent kind of life." However, as
Dean Healy spoke of them as nuSenorita Garcelon received her semester while he left for a sabaudience something beyond time merous. For one, the Dean of he has always enjoyed teaching,
formal education at Wellesley batical.
he hopes to continue doing so,
— beyond Lewiston, even.
Faculty is encharged with the
College, and studied in Munich
and this semester Dean Healy is
Unfortunately, Bates had to do Starts Slowly
Chapel-Assembly Program. He is
her junior year. It was during this
without Senorita Garcelon durThe program started slowly ex-officio, a member of all com- conducting one course covering
period that she had the oppor- ing 1961, as she again returned to
with
the Escuela Bolera which mittees, and officially, the chair- the history of eighteenth century
tunity to visit Spain and other
Radcliffe to do course work for consisted of four dances which man of the Educational Guidance Europe.
European countries. An avid ad- her doctorate, the subject of
introduced the company, but the and Curriculum Committee.
Although unable to answer
vocate of studying abroad, Sewhich she has broadened from maestro, Roberto Ximenez, saved
some questions put to him, due to
norita Garcelon comments, "I
Furthermore, at Bates, the
German to comparative litera- his appearance until the second
the newness of his post, Dean
am so pleased that they (Bates) ture.
Dean of Faculty assumes the role
number,
Suite
Iberica,
where
Healy
spoke frankly about Bates.
are promoting the junior year
of an administrative officer, and,
the
classical
forms
were
especialAs
is
evidenced
by
her
experi"I
like
Bates, believe in it, and
study abroad program; I hope
as a result, the position involves
that as many students as possible ence and work in the field of ly stressed. I did not feel, how- a large amount of paper work. In believe in small colleges."
will have the opportunity to ex- linguistics, Senorita Garcelon's ever, that either of the first two addition, even though the Zerby
perience the benefits which study life has revolved about the study numbers were entirely successful. Tour is still under the direction
at a European university pro- of language since childhood. I think that the problems with of its founder, Dean Emeritus
Why? Her reason is very sim- the highly inefficient lighting
vides."
Zerby, the office still has charge
ple: "I like words; I like the crew, and the ignorance of the
of the Junior Year Abroad ProEquipped with her master's desounds of words. I feel that lan- audience to the dancing art somegree from Radcliffe, Senorita guages are essential to promote what stifled them at first. But gram.
The Rockefeller Brotheis TheoGarcelon first appeared on the understanding of other people soon the lusty rhythm they creDean Healy was born in Mil- logical Fellowship Program offers
Bates campus in 1958, teaching
and that they should be a neces- ated began to live separately waukee, Wisconsin, where he at- male citizens under thirty years
French, Spanish and German.
sary part of education. The from them and both the audience tended the local public schools. of age a "trial year" fellowship
This woman then spent the first
study of languages should be and the dancers swirled panting He earned his degree in history during which the Fellow seeks to
half of the 1960 school term at
emphasized more in the primary away from Lewiston, Maine, and from Oberlin College, and con- determine whether the ministry
and, secondary schools. We can their own petty little existences centrated on French eighteenth should be his lifetime vocation.
never gain the true knowledge of into crudely distilled passion. century intellectual history at About 60 fellowships are awardother people and their literature The basic implications of life the University of Minnesota ed to those who are not now
planning to attend graduate theofrom a translation . . . only from were on that stage. Beating Graduate School.
logical school, but who would be
heels that made the head split
the language itself."
willing, if awarded a fellowship,
Lewiston
A WORD FROM OUR
Immediate goals for Senorita with exhileration and masses ol
to attend such a school for one
brilliantly colored clothing
SPONSOR
—
C.
A.
year
in order to consider the orswished and crackled until the
dained
ministry. There is no obhall
turned
into
a
Dionysian
fesBates College Sp. 5-8 P.M.
If you wish to be miserable,
tival where every tension and think about yourself; about what ligation to continue beyond the
Maine's great
Finest
frustration was released to the you want, what you like, what first year.
Chinese and
fashion store
fury
of the castenets. To find respect people ought to pay you;
Fellows may apply to any
American Dishes
such an evening of alarming di- and then to you nothing will be Protestant Seminary which is a
Atr-Condttioned
I
version in Lewiston was unex- pure. You will spoil everything fully accredited member of the
I Dining Room Cocktail Lounge
pected and satisfying.
you touch; you will make misery American Association of Theological Schools. The stipend proNANKING
Garcelon include a trip to Ma- for yourself out of everything
vides for room, board, tuition,
HOTEL AND CAFE
drid this summer and a complet- good; you will be as wretched as
fees, and $600 for books and misi 16-18 Park St. Lewiston
ed thesis which will change her you choose.
| Orders to Take Out —
expenses.
—Charles Kingsley cellaneous personal
name from Senorita to Dr.
Phone 2-3522
Any men interested in the possibility of such a program should
ATTENTION. STUDENTS!
contact Prof. Miller, who is glad
to advise students interested in
— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION — the
HEADQUARTERS
ministry or related vocations.
Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials to you
Nominations
must be received in
FOR
(1) Lube. $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off
Princeton not later than NovemSEE US FOR ALL YOUR CAR PROBLEMS
ber 20th.

Graduate Fellowships
For Ministry Available

PECKS

w he r e
Bates
students
always find
what they want
at prices they
want to pay

DIAMONDS

Visit Peck's new
self-service
basement
Offering Peck quality
merchandise at bargain
prices every day!
Make Peck's your
thrifty shopping habit.

Members American Gem Society
CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

' JEWELER '
73 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

HOURS
Monday
8:30-6:00
Tuesday
8:30-6:00
Wednesday
(closed)
Thursday
8:30-6:00
Friday
8:30-8:00
Saturday
7:30-6:00

SMITT Y'S
Barber Shop

THE "HOBB"
LAUNDRY SERVICE of ALL TYPES
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Letter To The Editor Rob Players To Present

Editorials

To the Editor:
In the past two weeks, letters
have appeared in "The Student"
On Saturday, October 18, the wood's usual "crime doesn't pay"
either in favor of or attempting
formula, the fate of the criminals,
to provide justifications for an Robinson Players will present
especially the "master-mind," lies
The
Asphalt
Jungle,
one
of
the
invasion of Cuba. Concerned with
not in the cops but in themselves.
finest
crime
films
ever
to
come
one menace, they have both unThe Asphalt Jungle is the first
out
of
Hollywood.
It
is
the
story
wittingly pointed up a greater
of a long line of films about the
of
a
jewel
robbery
planned
and
menace — the abandonment of
techniques of professional thieves.
moralty in a quest for national executed with the precision of a
It was imitated in the French
military
operation.
The
film
power. As American citizens, we
film, Rififi, and parodied in the
maintains
an
extraordinary
tautare committed to a number of
Italian, Big Deal on Madonna
ness
as
it
depicts
the
careful
ideals, among them freedom, the
Street. Not the least of the film's
preparations
for
the
crime
and
political equality of all men, and
distinctions is the small role
the right of the people of each reaches an agonizing climax of
SECOND CLASS CITIZENS
played by Marilyn Monroe in one
suspense
as
the
safecrackers
Are our second class citizens justified in demanding their nation to choose their own form methodically complete their job of her first appearances on the
government. Many would also
constitutional rights now? Or should the Negroes and other of
screen. The film is based on the
claim that we are, in a way, also while police sirens wail in the
minority groups wait until history should deem it proper to governed by a Christian ethical streets. Although the conclusion novel of the same name by W. D.
give all equal Americans equality? A few years ago the Irish system. As this is a debatable of the film conforms to Holly- Burnett.
in Boston could either enter politics or become cops (this is point, however, I shall not conan exaggeration, but it contains more than a kernel of truth);
they have now elected a President. Might not the Negroes sider this aspect of the problem.
wait their turn? After all, what right do ex-slaves have to I do not very strongly doubt
that Mr. Boyd and Mr. Foster are
ly overthrown by him and his
equality?
By JOHN HOLT '64
The Negroes are justifiably tired of the statement that somehow aware of these Ameri
of the Flies, by William brutish gang of wild-eyed boys
they'll get their rights as soon as the courts can convince the can ideals, but I do doubt that Lord
Golding; Capricorn Books; 256 without the bonds of ethics and
they
have
any
understanding
ol
many narrow-minded Americans (northerners included) to
pp.; $1.25.
values.
relinquish their privileged status. They want equality now, the implications of these ideals
Commenting on his novel, Lord
The
freedom
of
man
is
not
only
Golding divides and polarizes
not under an abstract law, but in the supermarket, on the
beaches, in the bars. And they'll get it; but at the expense of an end, it is also a means, and a of the Flies, William Golding the thoughts and actions of his
their own blood and tears. They'll scoff at those who advo- regulation of means. One obvi- stated: "The theme is an attempt characters so as to make th»»
cate moderation and token integration; they'll laugh bitterly ously cannot deny feedom in or- to trace the defects of society symbolism more vivid but he
at those who plead gradual social change; they'll sigh at those der to advance its cause. Yet, back to the defects of human nawhat these two students are askbrings his point on unconscious
who send telegrams but no physical or monetary support.
ture. The moral is that the shape irrationalism from an external
ing
amounts
to
just
that.
Moderation is too slow when one has to listen to the tune
of token integration on segregated juke boxes. By force will However threatened we may of a society must depend on the plane in the "interview" scene
the Negro seize his status however many heads roll. Force feel by Cuba, we must remember ethical nature of the individual between Simon, a sensitive, mysdoes not necessarily imply violence; it does, however, imply that it is a sovereign nation, no and not on any political system tical boy, and the Lord of the
stronger economic, sit-in and marching methods. The Negro matter how distasteful that however apparently logical or
Flies (the head of a pig impaled
will seize his rights with or without the idealistic Americans thought may be. We must also respectable."
bear
in
mind
that
the
Western
on a stick standing totem-like in
who support him in spirit, as long as the spirit doesn't enter
As you might infer the book is the ground).
their lives. The honeymoon may soon be over. The Negro Hemisphere is not the sole do
main of the United States to go symbolic in nature — from bewill seize what we are reluctant to give him.
"Fancy thinking the Beast was
blundering around in as it wishes,
ginning to end, and the symbolsomething you could hunt and
regardless of the thoughts of the
kill!" said the head. For a moJUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
ism
Golding
employs
is
quite
inhabitants. While we may
ment or two the forest and all
In his convocation address, President Phillips noted the in- other
clear
and
consistent,
usually
dark
the other dimly appreciated
a democratic revolucrease in the number of students participating in the Junior encourage
places echoed with the parody
tion in Cuba (and this I heartily and frighteningly comprehensiYear Abroad program. There are in fact, some 29 Sophomores advocate), we may not forcefully
of laughter. "You knew, didn't
ble.
The
fact
that
this
book
is
in
you? I'm part of you? Close,
presently planning to go abroad for their Junior Year
close, close! I'm the reason
Dean Healy will hold a meeting soon for interested Fresh- impress our will upon that of the its seventeenth printing attests to
why it's no go? Why things
people.
its overwhelming popularity, parmen to answer questions and give information about the pro- Cuban
are what they are?"
If we sacrifice our moral posi- ticularly among college students.
gram. We hope that this, plus the short series we are running tion and employ the immoral
Golding
has presented again
by a Senior who went to Britain last year, will whet the ap- means utilized by the Soviet Golding employs the ideas of
the problem that has ever
petites of Freshmen with a hunger for new and different edu- Union, what will be left to fight Freud throughout; the concept of
plagued the mind of civilized
cational experiences in other parts of the world.
them for? America is not Id, Ego, and Superego, sexual man. The Greeks called it the
We encourage Freshmen to think seriously about the possi- against
only a political power, it is also symbolism, and the ease with
Freud called it the Id;
bilities of this program. There is no better way to learn a an avowed upholder of certain which "the thin veneer of civili- Furies;
foreign language than to go to the country in which it is standards of morality and human zation" can wear away and ex- the "existentialists" call it a
spoken. There is no better way to learn about British Culture dignity; it is, or should be, com- pose primordial animalism and number of things — basically
than by going to Britain, no better way to learn of the muses mitted to the cause of human anarchy which are the prime "the irrational"; now Golding's
that inspired Joyce, Dylan, and Yeats than by going to Ireland. freedom. Deny this, and you deny forces that emerge from a colony "beast" has perhaps shed new
Bates is offering its students an opportunity to travel, to America. Betray this, and you are of pre-pubertal boys marooned light on a dark problem. One inanswer is suggested by
learn how others live and how they think, and to enter into guilty of a most grievous trea- on a microcosmic tropical island. terpretive
a powerful incident in chapter
worlds which are foreign to us and our New England provin- son. What exactly would be the When efforts are made to decial ways. With careful planning together with professors, difference between our invasion velop a civilized system of gov- eight, where Jack and the other
students may earn up to a full year's credit (30 points) for a of Cuba and the Russian invasion ernment on this island by Ralph "hunters" kill a pig. The whole
killing is directly analagous to
year's work in one's major.
(the society-builder who "makes sexual intercourse, and afterHungary?
We are at Bates for a Liberal Education. We are indeed for- of And
what of the practical con- sense") and Piggy (Ralph's in
tunate that Bates offers us this opportunity to ennch our edu- sequences? What exactly would tellectual adviser), they are con- wards, any elements of rationality and civilization in Jack are
p K
cation in a wealth of ways.
- this accomplish? To answer this, fronted by Jack (the irrational Id now completely purged. Perhaps
we will have to ask ourselves — anarchic and base, unconscious Golding is saying that the misuse
Editor's Note:
,. . , T ... , what our reasons are for invading desire-fulfiller), and are eventual- of the most powerful force in NaThe Editor-in-Chief writes all unsigned editorials. Initials Cuba. So that the United States
refer only to the editorial immediately preceding them. Full can continue to exist? I'm sure Formosa? After all, no one is will- ture, the sex drive, and its estential need for fulfillment, is a
names of the editorial staff appear in the masthead below.
that Mr. Boyd does not feel that ing to start a nuclear war over (the) basis for the things that we
our existence is threatened by some petty little valuable bases. do which we can't understand.
SUPPORT WRJRI
Our freedom? At best, the Unless, of course, we expect the
Without your money, the station must cease operations. Cuba.
Consciously dealing with the
invasion of Cuba would not in- Russians to be either more sane
unconscious is a difficult, perhaps
or
more
moral
than
we
are
and
crease our freedom. Well, as Mr.
impossible thing to do. Only afBoyd said, ". . . let us not be in- refrain from starting wars, espeter exploring every means availcially
nuclear
ones.
These
are
intimidated by ridiculous fears of
able will we be able to admit subteresting
problems
to
consider.
a nuclear war over Cuba." This
mission to the "Furies", who
I've
failed
to
mention
world
seems to indicate that Mr. Boyd
". . . keep with hard hearts unopinion,
etc.,
because
we
know
feels that any nuclear weapons
moved constant watch on human
EDITORIAL STAFF
what
the
effect
on
that
would
be,
that might be in Cuba, or in the
sin."—Aeschylus, The Eumenides.
Marilyn
Fuller
'64
and,
after
all,
that
is
an
"impracJohn R. Wilson '63
possession of its allies, would
Assistant
Editor
tical,
unnecessary"
consideration.
Editor-in-Chief
only be used in offensive, and not
Managing Editor
POETRY
defensive, military action. Mr.
In conclusion, if Mr. Boyd and
Judith Trask '63
Boyd seems to be quite a student Mr. Foster still feel that an inThere will be a meeting of
vasion of Cuba is necessary bethe United Nations of Poetry
Barbara Reid '63
Assistant Managing Editor of military strategy.
e
E lt r
If,
in
any
event,
nuclear
weacause Cuba poses a threat to us,
this Sunday, October 28, at
Norman Gillespie '64
~ " ™ * °
Feature
8:00 p.m. in the Garnet
Peter Reich '65
%*«» pons are not used, Russia might then I would like to ask them if
Room, Pettigrew Hall. The
Alan Marden '63
Sports Editor feel hurt by the loss of a valuable they see any considerations that
evening will be devoted to
Stephen Barron '64
Business Manager base (since both men seem to would limit the necessity of repoetry of India. A short pupDianne Johnson '65
Exchange Ed.tor conceive of Cuba as a valuable moving what is felt to be a
pet play will also be perEdward Rucci '63
Photography Ed.tor base for the Russians). But, they threat.
might be willing to console themformed. All students and facSincerely,
selves with one nearer home.
ulty are invited.
Casimir Kolaski '64
West Berlin? Quemoy, Matsu, or

BOOK-STORE?
The next time you walk through the Bookstore observe the
toy dogs, sweatshirts, necklaces, beer mugs, chairs, and other
trinkets. What are they doing there? Aside from freshman
week and a short period before Christmas, few of these
trinkets are sold. They could easily be kept in stock and
brought out upon demand. Why should there be a window
between the Den and the variety store? If one desires to observe the activity in the Den, it's a short walk. This window
area and trinket cases waste space which could be given to
book displays. The number of books would triple if the counters were taken out and the whole store made an open book
rack. After all, should not a bookstore sell books?

Extraordinary Crime Film
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Work, Study, Live In Foreign Lands
L. Antoun Comments On Britain, Bates Combines Student Visits Germany
Summer Work, Under Bates' Program
Life, Experiences In Manchester Language
Study
By LINDA ANTOUN '63
What would it be like to study
at Manchester University? This
was the question uppermost in
my mind in March, 1961 when I
learned that this city in the
North of England would be my
junior year home.
I didn't have long to wait; for
aboard the Empress of England
in September, I was forewarned
by English passengers about that
notorious Manchester weather —
rain, rain, rain and at times thick
fog. (I was to find later that fog
masks are a standard item for
sale.) "You'll like the people,"
they consoled me. I found that
the Mancunians (as Manchester
citizens are affectionaly called)
live up to their reputation of being among the friendliest of the
English.
I was fortunate to observe

three different aspects of English life at close hand. First
term found me in the comfortable
and pleasant home of a university lecturer, his wife, and three
daughters. Each morning ten
year old Joanna would gently
wake me with a steaming cup of
tea. Most Englishmen cannot face
the day without that pre-breakfast cup. One harried bus conductor confided to me, "Luv, I
don't know what I'm about 'til
I've 'ad me cuppa!" (cup of tea).
I was summoned to breakfast on
the stroke of eight-fifteen by the
ringing of a gong and was often
invited to afternoon tea in the
drawing room. This family with
their exaggerated class consciousness, formal ways, and concern
with correct manners were perhaps typical of the educated upper middle class. In comparison

Southern France Offers
Variety Of Opportunities
By KENNETH B.
WOODBURY, JR., '63
Palm trees, sun-splashed beaches, buxom beauties in bikinis —
now isn't that your image of the
French Riviera? Unfortunately
there is a program in Southern
France for those wishing to study
abroad! But, it must be stressed
that the above would not be your
curriculum — at least not your
educational one. But seriously
for a moment, I'd like to enlighten the underclassmen of the opportunies that can be enjoyed.
Not being a language major
myself, yet having the desire
to go to Europe, I investigated
the possibilities. England appeared too damp and dreary; it
smacked a wee mite of the climate of Maine. However, in Aixen-Provence there exists the Institute for American Universities.
It is affiliated with the University
of Aix-Marseille which is the
second largest university in
France.
The Institute is organized
like an American college and
offers many of the courses
one would expect to take his
junior year. There are courses in
European literature in translation which I found to be superb.
Courses are given in international
relations and organization, European history, art, education, sociolog, geography, and many
others. In my history course we
took field trips each Saturday
(there were no Saturday classes)
to many areas of Provence rich
in antiquity. Roman and Medieval
ruins are extremely well preserved in Provence. Aix itself

was a Roman provincial center
and has many excellent ruins.
Courses are given by American
and European professors in English and there is intensive concentration on French language
instruction. So by the end of the
year you should be able to have a
fairly good command of the language. Also there are courses at
the regular university which one
can follow for credit when your
facility in the language is adequate.
I lived with a French family
and ate at the student dining hall
at the University. Meals cost 21c
apiece. Rooms cost around $25
per month and in my case included breakfast. Your expenses of
tuition, room and board, books
and transportation to Europe will
come to several hundreds of dollars less than what it is costmg
you to come to Bates. Travel will
be extra and depends on your
resources. I went to 14 countries
in Europe and the Near East and
these added on another $800. But
there are many ways of seeing
Europe that can fit any pocketbook. It's quite possible to spend
a month traveling all over Italy,
for example, and spend only $60.
This program I attended has
many interesting facets which I
would be gad to djscuss with
inyone interested. It is mainly for
[.hose wishing to be on the Continent, who aren't fluent in a language and would like to learn it
there plus travel and study a different culture with many different attitudes toward life. I can't
recommend it highly enough for
the Liberal Arts student.

Victor News
PAPERBACKS
LARGEST SELECTION OF PAPERBACKS
IN THE STATE
Barnes & Noble College Outline Series
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

to their American counteiparts,
they seemed a bit "stuffy". Living
in such an academic atmosphere
was most broadening, however.
Leaving the comforts of a
home with gas fires behind me, I
next occupied - student "digs"
or lodgings in which most of
the University students lived.
"Grapefruit is nine pence this
week, Luv, you can 'ave a whole
one today," my spry seventy year
old landlady would declare. Mrs.
Murray's warmth, kindness, and
generosity made up for what
might have been considered drab
surroundings. She had neither
telephone nor refrigerator, and
kept her milk and butter in the
cold pantry.
The English don't seem to
crave modern conveniences. As
for central heating, why one of
Mrs. Murray's greatest pleasures
was to sit and admire the roaring
coal fire, her only source of heat.
I doubt she would part with that
coal fire if central heating were
given her free of charge. I'm
sure I was the first American my
dear landlady had met. She delighted in introducing me to
friends and relatives as "The
American lady who can't keep
herself warm." Mrs. Murray never ceased to be amazed that I
went to sleep under five blankets
in addition to the three hot water bottles she placed in my bed
each night.
Five Tea Breaks A Day
Having made many friends in
Ashburne Hall, it proved an easy
adjustment when in third term
I moved into this women's residence hall. Ashburne was an ideal
vantage point from which to view
the study and leisure habits of
girls from all corners of the
British Isles and the world.
Since each girl received a daily
supply of milk and bread, there
were often five tea breaks a day.
Over tea and "biscuits", my
friends plied me with questions
ranging from America's policy on
nuclear disarmament to the number of maids in an American
family. This seems to be one of
the misconceptions the English
have about us. In fact, the landlady of one of my American
friends chided her, "You'll 'ave
to do your own laundry 'ere,
Luv, we've no nannies like you
'ave in America!"
I was surprised to see the
girls' eager participation in
C.N.D. (Committee for Nuclear
Disarmament) and was fascinated
by their accounts of peace marches, sit-downs, and arrests in
Trafalgar Square (in which one
of my acquaintances had been
involved).
In addition to being exposed to
an educational system, the methods and goals of which often
differ from our own, I gained insight into the different ways of
every-day living which exist between us and the English. This
was one of the most rewarding
parts of my Manchester year.
Editor's note: Linda Antoun '62
spent her junior year studying at
the University of Manchester,
under an independent program.
This is the first of a series of two
articles.

In OverseasPlan
By RICHARD DOW '64
Fly now, pay never. Does this
sound impossible? It could happen to you next summer if you
are a Bates man interested in
working in Europe. Through the
gift of an anonymous donor, Bates
College will pay part or all of
the fare to Europe for men proficient in the language of the
country in which they will work.
According to Dr. Alfred Wright,
this program is known as the
"Work-Live Summer in Europe".
The program itself is not new,
having been in existence for three
years.
At present, only men are given
financial assistance through this
gift, because it was donated in
the hope of encouraging men to
become more proficient in foreign
languages. "Proficiency" is relative, of course, so interested men
need not fear to inquire into this
program. Dr. Wright stressed the
point that this program is not
limited to language majors.
Due to the success of Bates
students who have worked in Europe in the past three years, it is
now much easier to secure employment. This employment is to
last seven or eight weeks and
varies in remuneration with the
type of job and its location. Regardless of earnings, however,
every man will acquire a wealth
of experience and increase his
knowledge of the language spoken in the country he visits.
In regard to finding jobs, Dr.
Wright said, "Bates takes no responsibility in finding you positions, but previous experience in
this undertaking has given us
some leads in advising students
how to go about getting a job."
Interested men should inquire
about these opportunities as soon
as possible with Dr. Wright,
Chairman of the Language Department. It would be much to
the benefit of the students and
the college to stimulate an active
interest in this program.
Harrison got his job through
the IAESTE, or the International
Association for the Exchange of
Students for Technical Experience, one of many organisations
whose purpose is to help students find employment and in
some cases, transportation to Europe. Dr. Alfred Wright has extensive material, and the feature
department recently received information from the American
Student Information Service. For
information, see Dr. Wright,
and/or the Feature Editor.

By DAVID HARRISON '64
It is possible for a qualified
Bates student to spend a summer in Europe with minimal expenditures. I did exactly that
this summer. The program applies
to any European country; having
studied German for two years, I
visited Germany.
For two months I was a factory
worker at Bayer - Leuerkusen, a
giant chemical factory near
Cologne. Here I learned to curse
and converse very proficiently in
German. My fellow workers were
friendly and interesting, especially since many were former
Nazi soldiers or East Zone refugees. They helped to make up for
the hard work and long hours.
During my last month I
stopped work and toured Germany, using money earned there
and haved from living expenses.
On a motorcycle that cost about
$60, I motored nearly two thousand miles through middle and
south Germany, visiting The
Black Forest, Lake Constance,
the Alps, Eifel, large cities like
Munich, Cologne, and Bonn, and
literally dozens of small cities
and towns with cobblestone
streets, ancient houses, city walls
and magnificent old Cathedrals.
Throughout Germany, I was
impressed by the hospitality of
the people and the general atmosphere of prosperity and uneasy
optimism.
I spent a week in Berlin on a
student bus trip and visited the
Communist sector. Here in the
East zone lies Germany's greatest problem, and also one of ours.
This whole summer was made
possible through a Bates fund,
which will help a student travel
to Europe under two conditions.
He must be a male student with
some language proficiency and
he must have lined up a job for

the summer in the country he
visits.
Several programs exist to find
jobs, ranging from private or
"Batesy" connections, to IAESTE,
a giant exchange program which
finds jobs (usually in Science1 or
Engineering) almost anywhere
for qualified people. I found my
job by writing letters to firms.
It involves some paperwork
and special language practice
that is time consuming, so if you
are interested, talk to Dr.
Wright, the head of the language
department, now.
SENIORS!
Informal snapshots needed
for the 1963 Mirror. Pictures
taken during freshman and
sophomore years especially
needed. Give them to Bob
Segersten or Les Jones before October 31st.

Buy Where Most Bates People Do —
See Shop Lee At

ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 Franklin Street

Auburn, Maine

Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686
VALIANT - PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER - IMPERIAL
— Guaranteed Used Cars —
EXCELLENT SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
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Garnet Eleven Upset Panthers 12- 6
Line Outstanding In Homecoming
The Garnet Line Win; Planchon Gains 113 Yards
By AL MARDEN
-——-i

Let Dean Boyce's point in his recent Dean Doodles be well
taken. The faculty grants the studentry a vacation on the
day of the Maine game for one purpose — to see that game
That students should hire a bus to head southward is a reflection upon their school spirit. These same students, who
have the audacity to sign their names on the main bulletin
board for all to see, will be revelling in the fact that we win
the state series title (if we do). For the students who care
enough of the school and the fine team which represents the
school a word of warning. Friday is the last day that you
can purchase tickets at the reduced rate of a dollar at the
Athletic Office. After noon on Friday tickets will have to be
purchased for $2.50 at the University. Another note of reminder. Your dollar ticket must be accompanied by an I.D.
card at the visiting students' gate at Orono. See you there!
Saturday marks the opening of State Series play. As all
upperclassmen know the 'Cats in three years have not yet
won a series game. This year for the first time in the past
four years the Hatchmen are clear favorites to annex the
title. This is both good and bad. Literally, it means that we
have the club that should win the crown. It also means, however, that Bowdoin, Colby and Maine want to knock us off,
not only because we are favorites, but because between them
they have won only one game all season. They will be darn
hungry. Success or failure prior to state series play means
little!
Coach Hatch has repeatedly mentioned the spirit and
leadership of this year's Garnet squad. A glaring contrast to
the Bobcat gridsters, and all Garnet teams, was afforded following last Wednesday's Nichols soccer game. A person following the Nichols players after the game saw the following.
As soon as the final whistle was blown several players lit up
cigarettes. The Nichols squad emerged from the locker room
wearing their traveling uniforms of sweaters and open shirts.
Finally, even before the campus was left behind, the players,
traveling in private cars, had their elbows bent in the characteristic pose of a veteran of Lou's. Need I say more!

Starring Paul Planchon goes high in the air to snare a Bill Davis aerial on the 15 yard
line from where he dashed into the end xone for the score.

By AL WILLIAMS
The Bates Bobcats led by Paul Planchon's running, kicking and pass receiving defeated
a good Middlebury team 12-6 before a large Homecoming crowd for their fourth win in
a row. The junior halfback scored the winning touchdown on a 23 yard pass play in the
fourth quarter, set up the first score with a booming kick that died on the Middlebury
one yard line, and iced the game with a 27 yard end sweep late in the fourth quarter.
Planchon also emerged as the day's leading ground gainer with 113 yards in 15 carries.
The Black Panthers shocked*
keep a sustained offense going. nail into the Panther's coffin.
the crowd by recovering a fumThe game was a defensive batEarly in the fourth quarter the
ble on the opening play from
football got a little sloppy. Jeff tle as Middlebury was held to 103
scrimmage and marching 19
Lewis intercepted a Stewart pass yards rushing and 12 yards in the
yards to score with less than
on the 45. Two plays later air. Pete Kullberg and Paul Fava
four minutes gone in the first
Holmes intercepted a Davis toss. led the defensive charge for Midquarter. Fullback Paul Fava
After a series of downs Jim Cal- dlebury holding Carr in check
gained most of the yardage
lahan fell on a Middlebury fum- and throwing Davis for losses.
through the middle, finally scorble near the mid-field stripe. Dave Holmes was another thorn
ing from inches out on a fourth
Planchon picked up nine yards. in the Garnet's side as he interdown play, despite the efforts of
Fullback Tom Carr, previously cepted two passes and picked up
the right side of the Bates line.
held in check, carried half the eighty yards in 18 carries.
Planch Booms One
Middlebury line with him to the
Bates didn't seem to click un- Mid 28. Three ground plays BOBCAT OF THE WEEK
BEDARD'S
til the second quarter when a picked up less than 5 yards. Then
MAINE'S ONLY
Planchon punt rolled dead on the Davis hit Planchon with a pa6s
DRIVE-IN PHARMACY
Phone 4-7521 Lewislon, Maine Middlebury one and the Blue's and Paul dodged the last two
offense was stopped. The Pan- Middlebury defenders to paydirt.
thers punted to their own forty
yard line and the Bates offense
PLANCHING A WIN
went into high gear. After a five
M
B
yard penalty. Bill Davis dodged
Distributed from
5
8
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his way to the 25 for a first down.
BOSTON
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Planchon
picked
up
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9
the 17 and Tom Carr gained an- Passes Attempted
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other first down on the Middle12
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the extra point was wide.
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2T10
5-23
Middlebury threatened late in
Literary and
the second quarter on the Bobcat
Late in the fourth quarter Mid
twelve yard line. Dave Stockwell tried to get an offensive attack
Paul Planchon
Entertainment News
singlehandedly stopped this going from the Bates 46. Stewart,
For the second time this year
Norris- Hayden
• Penetrating
threat with a tackle of quarter- the best part of the Panther
Paul Planchon has been selected
back
Craig
Stewart
on
the
thirty
ground
game,
picked
up
a
first
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yard line.
down on the 34. Spearheaded by as Bobcat of the Week. The Pomfred, Connecticut, junior in addiClip this advertisement and reThe third quarter was a stand- Red Vandersea, the right side of
turn it with your chock or money
• Modern Cleaners off as neither team was able to the line stiffened and two plays tion to scoring the winning touchorder to:
down Saturday, was the game's
later Stewart fumbled and Tom
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top ground gainer as the Planch
One Norwoy St., Lotion 15, Moss.
Carr fell on the ball to kill MidCampus Agents
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Four Former Garnet Players,
Local Coacji On Scouting Staff

SEVEN

■

Jy RUSS HENDERSON
The pregame rally this week r&s unique in one very special way. It shined the sports
spotlight on two men, J. Donah 3arrios and David Harkins, who in fulfilling their roles
for the Bates College Athletic D( artment are mostly unheralded and unrecognized though
their jobs are vitally important. Hiese men along with two others, Arthur Belliveau and
David Higgins, comprise the sco ing staff of the Bates College football squad. Working in
teams of two, usually accompan 1 by one oi the assistant coaches, Walt Slovenski or Chick
Leahey, they quietly but system ically cover the ballgames of future Bates opponents.
One may ask why are scouts so*
important to a football team and
the answer is multifold. Imagine
the situation of a team that knew
absolutely nothing about the team
they are to oppose. They have no
idea what offenses they use,
what defenses, who are the key
or outstanding players to be
watched, what plays their quarterback calls in certain situations,
how good their kicker is, which
positions a Bates team can run
at or pass to with the most likelihood of being successful? These
are just a few of the major
points a scout has to observe
during his afternoon at the football game. Considering his job in
full he has a twenty-four page
report that has to be filled out in
minute detail. He has to miss
nothing for a single mistake may
be the difference between victory
eking)? Another factor to be
and defeat. The way a team calls
sidered is the question of
its signals, the way the quarterbstitution.
Does a coach send
back signals the center and his
specialists to do his punting,
team the exact moment he wants
id goals, passing or to run a
to receive the ball, and even the
lecial play? Does this team have
way an opposing team huddles to
iough good players to send in a
call their plays are seemingly inhole new team?
significant items that merit the
^ubmils Complex Report
time of the scout.
Bates College is blessed with The scout has several sheets on
four fine scouts, who along with I 'hich he voices h's own opinion
the assistant coaches cover the |pncerning the scouted team and
games of the Garnet opponents, ("hat Bates moves would be most
The report they deliver to Head |iffective in beating them. He
Coach Hatch on the Sunday fol- udges the physical condition of
lowing the game is divided into he opponent, gives his suggestwo sections, one covering the ions on their passing game and
offensive and the other the de- deas on which moves by Bates
fensive parts of the game. In re- vould hurt or confuse this opporting the offensive strategy jonent.
everything is covered. The per- In covering the defense of an
sonnel are numbered appropri ; spponent a scout is again diaately and classified to height,, gramming their set positions. He
weight, speed and effectiveness.1 is careful to show any adjustA team's exact formations are ments they make in a passing
diagramed along with their mostj situation or when a team needs
effective plays.
short yardage or is pressed close
to their own goal line. What type
Keys Noted
All their passes are diagrammed of charge do their linemen use,
including the situation and dis a cautious, controlled type or a
tance that pertained to it.. Key* hard driving charge? Do their
are investigated and noted. Thest line backers charge the ball (red
keys are any set movement b? dog)? What kind of tacklers are
which the defense can tell whert they, gang tacklers, when the
a certain play is going to be run whole team makes a concentrated
A lineman who pulls out of tht effort to pile up a ball carrier?
line to lead a ball carrier on his Are they rough? When can Bates
run is an example of a key. Some- pass or run and where and how?
times a player will tip his inten- A football scout has a big job in
tion of doing a certain thing by the stands on these crisp autumn
some action or movement and a afternoons. He is a big part of a
scout has to be observant to catch team's effort and a partner a
coach is lost without. At Bates
these particular mannerisms.
the scouts are paid on a per game
How a team blocks is very basis with their traveling eximportant to a scout. Does the
penses added.
line merely block the man to
their front (one on one blocking), Rally Speakers On Staff
do they cross over and block the
The two scouts we all had an
man to their right or left (X opportunity to hear at the rally
blocking), or does a lineman pull Friday night. Dave Harkins and
out of his position, run parallel Don Barrios were teammates
to the line of scrimmage and here at Bates. They were backs
block a man one of his team- on the 1953 squad that topped
mates has let come through (trap Middlebury 19-14. Barrios, born
TV RENTALS - SALES
Free Delivery

BATES ELECTRONICS
782-8273
782-2460

Shop TONY FOURNIER'S
MEN'S SHOP
nationally advertised
men's clothing
Formal Rental Wear
Slop in and say hello —
136 Lisbon St.
Lewiston

Coach Janet Nell and W.A.A. coordinator Ginny Erskine
formulate plans for the upcoming Field Day. Approximately
30 girls are practicing for their field hockey contest November 17 against Maine and Colby.
(Talbot photo)

Garnet Oppose Improving
Maine At Orono Saturday
The football fortunes of the Bates College Bobcats face a
severe test next Saturday, when the once beaten Garnet meet
the once victorious University of Maine Black Bears at
Alumni Field in Orono.

in Worcester, Mass., now makes
his home with his wife and two
children in Auburn. He attended
Cushing Academy where he was
a three-letterman, starring in
football, baseball, and basketball.
On his matriculation to Bates,
with the class of 1953, Don resumed his roles in three sports,
this time for the Garnet. Barrios
is a football and basketball official for the Maine Athletic Association and officiates many college contests in the state.
Dave Harkins was born here in
Lewiston where he now lives
with his wife and three children.
He starred here at Bates as a
varsity football and baseball
player until his graduation in
1953. He is a physical therapist at
Pineland Hospital.
EL Coach
Arthur Belliveau is the senior
member of the Garnet scouting
staff, graduating from Bates in
1941. Mr. Belliveau, a native of
Gardiner, Mass., preped for college at Cushing Academy arid
following his graduation from
Bates he served with the U. S.
Army during World War II. Belliveau returned to the local scene
,'ollowing his war service and is
now head football coach at Edward Little High School. He is a
member of the State Athletic Officials Association and the Coach
es Association.
Belliveau also coaches baseball. He is married and of his
three children, his oldest daugh
ter entered Bates this year with
the class of 1966.
The newest member of the
scouting department of Bates is
David Higgins of Falmouth,
Maine. Mr. Higgins, born here in
Lewiston, graduated from Bates
in 1955 after four years of football and baseball experience.
Married and three times a father,
this is Dave's initial campaign as
a Bobcat scout.

ART CLASSES
In Oil Painting
THE BARD STUDIO
186 Lisbon St.
Lewiston
782-3714

The Big Blue of State University are experiencing their worst
season in twelve years under
Head Coach Harold Westerman.
After being scalped in their opener by the powerful Redmen ol
the University of Massachusetts,
Maine was upset by the University of Rhode Island. The Black
Bears regained the winning
touch by trouncing a previously
unbeaten Vermont squad in theii
third game. The Wildcats of the
University of New Hampshire
spoiled the homecoming plans of
Maine by putting on an awesome
display of power in handing
Maine its third defeat. This past
Saturday, Maine journeyed to
Storrs, Conn., to help the University of Connecticut celebrate
their • homecoming. The Black
Bears almost spoiled the party,
but a last period U. of Conn, pass
gave the Nutmeg staters a hard
fought 14 to 6 victory.
New Season
The saying goes here in the
Maine woods that when the college powers of the Pine Tree
State meet on the gridiron the
performances of the past mean
nothing and all caution is thrown
to the wind in the quest of State
Series victory. The Black Bears
of Orono are an improving threat
and their long history of winning
makes them the key team in the
state of Maine.
The Bears feature an outstanding senior fullback in Bill Chard
who also holds down an end slot
on defense. The brother duo of
Tom and Ray Austin as alternating quarterbacks makes Maine a
team that can move via the airways with surprising effectiveness. Earle Cooper and Dave
Brown are junior halfbacks who
are learning fast after playing

First-Manufacturers
National Bank
of Lewiston and Auburn
CONVENIENTLY
LOCATED
For Bates Students at
45B SABATTUS ST.
Member F. D. I. C.

last year in the shadow of the
great Dave Cloutier.
Veteran Line
The core of the Maine forward
wall is a tough, veteran-studded
cast with co-captains Alton
"Bump" Hadley at right guard
and John Roberts at the right
side tackle. Junior letterman Phil
Soule is the Black Bear pivotman
flanked by classmate left guard
Roger Bouchard of Auburn, both
returning starters from last
year's undefeated Yankee Conference and State Series champion Maine football team. Tackle
Dan Severson is a junior in the
230 pound plus class. At the ends
are senior lettermen Pete Stanzilis and Bob Robertson.
This is a veteran Maine team
that is tough defensively and a
trip north to Orono next Saturday will surely reward the spectator with a thrill packed, hard
fought ballgame.
■

PLAYER TO WATCH

Bill Chard

Dial 782-7421 Daytime
Dial 784-8165 Nights
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Lowest Prices in Town

TURCOTTE'S
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Lanz's Four Goals Paces Cat Booters
Past Nichols; Bears Drop Squad 4-1
Last Wednesday, the Bates soccer team entertained Nichols
College at Garcelon Field. The
Bates team followed up its 8-0
win over Nasson by beating
Nichols 6-2. The key man in the
Bates attack was Bob Lanz, who
scored four goals. The Bobcats
went into the lead within three
minutes of play on a goal by Lee
Nute. Then Lanz started spraying the Nichols goal with shots,
four of which went in. Dick Danosky also scored one goal and set
up Lanz for two of his goals. The
defense did a good job of containing Nichols' attack so that
only one goal was scored on Don
Mawhinney.
On Saturday, Bates went tot
Brunswick to play at Bowdoin's
Homecoming. This game was very
different from the first two games

of the season in that Bates was
unable to get its scoring attack
going and its defense was lax. In
the first period Bates drew first
blood when center forward Dick
Danosky scored the first goal of
the game. It was a good first
period, and going into the second period it looked like it was
going to be an even contest. However, in the middle of the second
period, the Bates defense became
lax and the Bowdoin front line
put strong pressure on Bates'
goalie Don Mawhinney. Although
Don made twelve stops, three
shots got by him. During this
period, Bob Lanz made several
good shots at the Bowdoin goal,
but all of them were caught. Although this was the Bowdoin
goalie's first game, he played very
well. With ten seconds left in the

game, Bowdoin scored its last
goal and the final score was 4-1.
Bates now has a two and one
record, having beaten Nasson
and Nichols, and having lost to
Bowdoin. The Bobcats will have
a rematch with Bowdoin on November 2.
The Garnet harriers take on
the highly-rated Main* hill
and dalers at 3:00 today on the
n • w crou - country court*
shown in last week's Student.
The squad has been working
hard the past week, putting in
extra sessions both on Saturday and Sunday, in preparation for today's meet. Support
from the student body will be
greatly appreciated and could
play a part in the outcome of
| the meet.

L

The limtaimiuiral Seem©
By DN DELMORE
Last week's IntramuraFootball action had five "A" league
games being played, thrdiin the "B" division and two in the
"C". There were two coiests won by forfeit, one played to
a draw, and what may txconsidered a minor upset, in looking over the results in is three leagues. As we enter the
third week of the intramral season, East Parker and J. B.
appear to be the powers f the strong "A" league, a loaded
West Parker teams and ssquad representing Roger Bill are
the major threats in the"B" division, and J. B. and West
Parker continue to domiute the "C" league play. There is
a brief summary of last wek's games in each division.
In the "A" league last »ek* Pete Graves and Ron Vance
John Bertram jumped into the
championship picture and iow
must be considered a co-favdte
in this division by virtue a an
upset victory over East Paser
12-6. These same two teamsjnet
a week before with East wining
by a similar 12-6 verdict. Iith
teams are now tied in the allmportant loss column as they €ch
show one defeat apiece.

Reflections of Telstar
Remember the picture above? It flashed across your
television screen on a hot night last July. Perhaps
you remember that it originated from France. And
that it reached the U. S. via Telstar, the world's first
private enterprise communications satellite.
Since that summer night, the Bell System's Telstar
has relayed electronic signals of many types-television broadcasts, telephone calls, news photographs,
and others.
But there's one Telstar reflection you might have
missed. Look into the faces of the Bell System people
Velow and you'll see it. It is the reflection of Telstar's

success that glowed brightly on the faces of all who
shared in the project
Their engineering, administrative and operations
skills created Telstar and are bringing its benefits
down out of the clouds to your living room.
These Bell System people, through their talented,
dedicated efforts, make your phone service still better,
more economical, and more useful.
The reflections of Telstar are many.

Bell Telephone Companies

went in for touchdowns in leading J.B. to the victory. Graves
made a terrific catch in tallying
the first touchdown and Vance
skirted end for what proved to
be the margin of victory. Steve
Egbert was outstanding for East
as he chalked up their lone
score of the day. J.B. also defeated Smith South 12-6 to wind up
their week of successful play.
Jeff Hillier was the difference as
he went in for both touchdowns.
Bud Spector scored for Smith after Kibe churned to the one after taking a Peqinoit pass at midfield in this closely contested battie.
East Parker came back strongly after their upset at the hands
of J.B. to down Smith Middle 206. Pete Swanson starred as he
scored
fourteen of Parker's
points on two touchdowns and a
safety, and "Steady" Steve Egbert again added another tally.
Ted "Pinstripe" Foster scored for
Middle to present the possible
shutout. The busy East Parker
squad also defeated Smith South
14-0 to end their week's campaigning. Pete Swanson and "The
Brow" (Pete Glanz) scored the
touchdowns and Steve Egbert
added a safety in leading their
dorm to the victory. The only
other "A" league contest of the
week resulted in a forfeit victory for Smith South over Smith
Middle.
Cowboys Undefeated
"B" league action saw undefeated West Parker move closei
to their division championship
with two victories, a close 8-6
decision over Smith North, and
a 30-6 dribbing of Smith South.
Pete Oberndorf scored the touchdown and Earl added a safety in
edging Smith North. Bill Shannon
tallied for the losers, but Park
er's safety proved to be the margin of victory. West continued
their winning ways by the foui
touchdown victory over Smith
South. "Swift" Paul Sadlier
struck paydirt twice and Gene
Safir, Don Palmer, and Gre£
Shea once each in leading West
to the one-sided victory. Tony
DiAngelis scored the lone touchdown of the afternoon for South.
Roger Bill defeated Smith Middle
by forfeit in the third "B"
league game of the week as they
also remained undefeated.
Only two games were played
in the "C" league as East Parker
downed Roger Bill 18-12, and
J.B. and West Parker played to a
6-6 tie. Tom Henderson caught a i
aerial for the West Parker touch j
down, and Oakes of J.B. brough C.
an intercepted pass all the wajj
back to account for their six
points.

